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The issue of care has been the subject of extensive scholarly debate with reference to the advanced
industrialized countries and their welfare regimes. In the developing world, economic restructuring has
raised concerns about social reproduction in general, and women’s increasing burdens of unpaid care work
more specifically. While the present moment may not be marked by a generalized care crisis, systems of
care provision are under strain in some contexts and for some social groups. Furthermore, care has
emerged, or is emerging, as a legitimate subject of public debate and policy on the agendas of some social
movements and other civil society actors, developing country governments, and international
organizations. Governments are experimenting with new ways of responding to care needs in their
societies. However, these have been insufficiently recognized and analyzed — a lacuna that the present
collection of papers, bringing together analyses from diverse regional contexts, seeks to address. In an
increasingly unequal world, where gender inequalities intersect with ever-widening income inequalities,
and where the options for securing good care are limited for the socially disadvantaged, the failure to
socialize the costs of care will feed into and exacerbate existing inequalities.
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One of the leading international journals in the field of development
studies and social change, Development and Change now appears six
times a year, including the Development and Change Forum issue. Truly
interdisciplinary in character, it includes contributions from all the social
sciences and all intellectual persuasions concerned with development.
With its history of publishing unconventional and challenging articles, the
journal covers a broad range of topics in a mix of regular and special
theme issues. Development and Change is devoted to the critical analysis
and discussion of the complete spectrum of development issues.
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Development and Change is essential reading for anyone interested in
development studies and social change. It publishes articles from a wide
range of authors, both well-established specialists and young scholars, and
is an important resource for:





social science faculties and research institutions
international development agencies and NGOs
graduate teachers and researchers
all those with a serious interest in the dynamics of development, from
reflective activists to analytical practitioners
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